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Principles of Molecular Virology
"Based on the author's experiences teaching virology
for more than 35 years, Virology: Molecular Biology
and Pathogenesis enables readers to develop a deep
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understanding of fundamental virology by
emphasizing principles and discussing viruses in the
context of virus families. Moreover, individual virus
families are examined within the context of the
Baltimore classification system, a key unifying theme
that allows readers to assume basic facts about the
replication strategy of a virus based on the natureof
its genome."--BOOK JACKET.

Molecular Virology of Human Pathogenic
Viruses
Ideal for the student seeking a solid understanding of
the basic principles in this rapidly developing field,
this best-selling text offers a comprehensive
introduction to the fundamentals of virology.
Featuring an enhanced art program now in full-color,
the new edition has been updated throughout. New
edition incorporates additional reading suggestions,
expanded review questions, chapter outlines and fullcolour artwork Contains new chapters dealing with
viruses and cancer, generation and use of
recombinant viruses and virus-like particles, viral
evolution, network biology and viruses, and animal
models and transgenics, as well as a chapter devoted
to HIV and AIDS Downloadable artwork, original
animations and online resources are available at
www.blackwellpublishing.com/wagner

Basic Virology
Comprises papers of Dr Ursula Hoff, including
correspondence and photographs, relating to her
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study of Charles Conder.

Basic Medical Virology
Issues in Life Sciences—Bacteriology, Parasitology,
and Virology: 2012 Edition is a ScholarlyEditions™
eBook that delivers timely, authoritative, and
comprehensive information about Virology. The
editors have built Issues in Life
Sciences—Bacteriology, Parasitology, and Virology:
2012 Edition on the vast information databases of
ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect the information
about Virology in this eBook to be deeper than what
you can access anywhere else, as well as consistently
reliable, authoritative, informed, and relevant. The
content of Issues in Life Sciences—Bacteriology,
Parasitology, and Virology: 2012 Edition has been
produced by the world’s leading scientists, engineers,
analysts, research institutions, and companies. All of
the content is from peer-reviewed sources, and all of
it is written, assembled, and edited by the editors at
ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from us.
You now have a source you can cite with authority,
confidence, and credibility. More information is
available at http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.

Applied Virology
With the vast developments in the virology field in the
past three decades it is a challenge to keep abreast of
new developments. While the specialist literature has
grown at a rapid pace, books for students have not
kept pace. As a result, the field has lacked a modern
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primer for some time. Basic Virology is for instructors
everywhere who need an engaging and concise
introduction to this challenging subject. For students,
Basic Virology provides an accessible synthesis to
those who need to master the fundamentals of
virology. The basic concepts of molecular biology and
immunology are carefully addressed and molecular
detail increases as the book progresses. This unique
organization will lend itself to many syllabi. Strong
pedagogy makes this complex subject more
comprehensible. Combined presentation of viral
families and viral functions satisfies the needs of
instructors with either approach. Reinforcement
material – students will quickly achieve understanding
of basic skills in molecular biology, and rudimentary
aspects of immunology, pathology & disease.

Guide to Clinical and Diagnostic Virology
Fundamentals of Molecular Virology, 2nd
Edition
The study of viruses, or virology as it is now called,
had its origin in 1892 when a Russian botanist,
Iwanawsky, showed that sap from a tobacco plant
with an infectious disease was still highly infectious
after passage through a filter capable of retaining
bacterial cells. From such humble beginnings the
study of these 'filter-passing agents', or viruses, has
developed into a separate science which rivals, if it
does not excel, in importance the whole of
bacteriology. The importance of viruses lies not only
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in the diseases they cause in every type of living
organism, but also because of their intimate
relationship with the living cell, in which alone they
can reproduce. Their study has influenced the whole
of biology by greatly increasing our knowledge of the
gene, genetics, and molecular structure; there is also
the possible connexion of viruses with human cancer,
in view of the occurrence of many viral cancers in
other animals. The book attempts to give a
comprehensive but necessarily superficial survey of
the subject as a whole and should help senior
undergraduates and postgraduate students who wish
to gain some knowledge of virology. Further
information is available from the extensive
bibliography.

Basic Laboratory Procedures in
Diagnostic Virology
Fundamentals of Plant Virology is an introductory
student text covering all of modern plant virology.
The author, Dr. R.E.F. Matthews, has written this
coursebook based on his classic and comprehensive
Plant Virology, Third Edition. Four introductory
chapters review properties of viruses and cells and
techniques used in their study. Five chapters are
devoted to current knowledge of all major plant
viruses and related pathogens. Seven chapters
describe biological properties such as transmission,
host response, disease, ecology, control,
classification, and evolution of plant viruses. A
historical and future overview concludes the text.
Fundamentals of Plant Virology is a carefully designed
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instructional format for a plant virology course. It is
also an invaluable resource for students of plant
pathology and plant molecular biology. Summarizes
knowledge on all aspects of plant virology Condenses
all essential material from Plant Virology 3/e
Compares basic properties of cells and viruses
Outlines principles of gene manipulation technology
Discusses serological techniques including
monoclonal antibodies Geared to student level course

Fundamental Techniques in Virology
Designed for graduate students and researchers in all
biological and biomedical sciences, this volume brings
together the basic science chapters from the twovolume Fourth Edition of Fields Virology. These 37
chapters comprise a comprehensive text and
reference on the concepts and research techniques of
contemporary virology and the biochemistry,
molecular biology, and replication of all viruses. The
first part of the book covers basic concepts of general
virology and the second part focuses on specific virus
families.

Essential Human Virology
Principles of Molecular Virology, Third Edition provides
an essential introduction to modern virology in a clear
and concise manner. It is a highly enjoyable and
readable text with numerous illustrations that
enhance the reader's understanding of important
principles. This edition has been updated and revised
with new figures and text. New to the Third Edition:
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Viruses and Apoptosis (Chapter 6) Bacteriophages
and Human Disease (Chapter 7) Learning objectives
for each chapter Pronunciation section in Glossary
and abbreviations section (Appendix 1) Key events in
the history of virology (Appendix 3) Addition of colour
in text and figures to enhance understanding of key
points Also: Self assessment questions at the end of
each chapter Classification of Subcellular Infectious
agents Approx. 20% new material and completely
revised throughout Over 120 figures

An Introduction to General Virology
Hepatitis C is a practical, evidence-based handbook
that provides a comprehensive overview of the
disease. It is an ideal resource for clinicians directly
involved in the care of patients with hepatitis C.

Veterinary Virology
The fourth edition of the hugely successful Principles
of Molecular Virology takes on a molecular approach,
presenting the principles of virology in a clear and
concise manner. This work explores and explains the
fundamental aspects of virology, including structure
of virus particles and genome, replication, gene
expression, infection, pathogenesis and subviral
agents. The self-assessment questions, glossary and
abbreviations section provide excellent revision aids
and serve as handy references to students, tutors and
researchers alike. NEW TO FOURTH EDITION: * New
material on virus structure and virus evolution *
Updated pathogenesis section covering Ebola, SARS
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and HIV * New section on Bioterrorism * Fully updated
references * New material on virus structure, virus
evolution, zoonoses, bushmeat, SARS and
bioterrorism

Fundamentals of Plant Virology
Basic Virology is the essential introductory text for the
student or for the researcher who needs a solid
foundation in virology and its relationship to modern
biology. This accessible text focuses on the
fundamentals of virology while stressing the basic
concepts of molecular biology and immunology. The
second edition of this successful text features
thoroughly updated material on HIV treatment,
emerging diseases, West Nile virus, smallpox,
bioterrorism and SARS. More than a simple update,
the new edition also features a new viral genome
section with strategies for including microarrays and
DNA chips. Outstanding features of the second edition
of Basic Virology include: New dedicated website –
original animations and online resources provide
students and instructors with an enhanced
understanding of the field –
www.blackwellpublishing.com/wagner Chapter
outlines – provide a quick means for the student and
instructor to skim the material presented in the
chapter in order to prepare for lectures or exams
more effectively Revised and enhanced Review
Questions – follow the end of each chapter to help
reinforce the material for students Cumulative End of
Section Problems – integrate the various concepts
covered in the section and challenge the student to
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synthesize the material they have just learned The
Resource Center – provides general sources of
supplementary information, further readings in
molecular biology, virology, and basic techniques at
the end of the text Expanded coverage of genomics
methods – includes the latest techniques such as
atomic force microscopy.

Clinical Virology
For many years previous editions of Basic Virology
were the best selling undergraduate text. It has been
popular because of its easy to read writing style,
outstanding figures, and its appropriate level of
coverage for undergraduate virology courses. As the
title suggests, Basic Virology covers the basics of
virology, virological techniques, molecular biology and
pathogenesis of human viral disease at a level that is
accessible to undergraduates. The third edition was
published in 2008. The fourth edition will bring a
much-needed update with expanded coverage of
SARS and MERS coronaviruses, hepatitis C virus,
influenza virus, HIV and Ebola virus as well as
inclusion of new virological techniques and important
new advances in viral therapies for human diseases.
Instructors have been asking for a new edition, so the
4th edition of Basic Virology will be very well
received. This text fills a niche among undergraduate
virology texts for which there is limited up-to-date
competition and because of this, there will be ample
opportunity to attract new adopters in addition to
fulfilling the desire of current users for an updated
version. Updates include: Updates to techniques
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discussed (especially in the early chapters). Some
techniques are outdated (e.g., details of Cot curves in
Methods) and newer ones (e.g., next generation
sequencing) need to be added Revamping coverage
of influenza virus section to include new
developments and controversies, coronavirus section
to include updates on MERS and SARS, papillomavirus
section to discuss new vaccines as well as increased
incidence of oropharyngeal cancer, herpes virus
chapter to discuss shingles vaccine and drop in age of
onset, Ebola virus section to include the recent
outbreak and new data on reservoir, epidemiology
and pathogenesis Expansion of sections on HIV and
HBV Updates to discussion of antiviral therapies to
include increased emphasis on combination therapies
(new HCV and HBV treatments) Added sections on
metapneumoviruses, dengue virus and chikungunya
virus New figures (and the elimination of a few), as
well as revision of some figures from 3e, as a result of
the changes to the text outlined above

Principles of Virology
Designed for students learning about viruses for the
first time at the undergraduate or graduate level,
Fundamentals of Molecular Virology is presented in a
style which relates to today's students and professors.
This book is also a valuable, up-to-date source of
information for graduate students, postdoctoral
fellows and research scientists working with viruses.
Chapters contributed by prominent virologists were
edited to conform to a clear and accessible style. The
text provides a thorough presentation of basic and
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contemporary concepts in virology for a student's first
exposure to the field.

Virology Methods Manual
This groundbreaking book describes the emerging
field of theoretical immunology, in particular the use
of mathematical models to describe the spread of
infectious diseases within patients. It reveals
fascinating insights into the dynamics of viral and
other infections, and the interactions between
infectious agents and immune responses. Structured
around the examples of HIV/AIDS and hepatitis B,
Nowak and May show how mathematical models can
help researchers to understand the detailed dynamics
of infection and the effects of antiviral therapy.
Models are developed to describe the dynamics of
drug resistance, immune responses, viral evolution
and mutation, and to optimise the design of therapy
and vaccines. - ;We know, down to the tiniest details,
the molecular structure of the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV). Yet despite this
tremendous accomplishment, and despite other
remarkable advances in our understanding of
individual viruses and cells of the immune system, we
still have no agreed understanding of the ultimate
course and variability of the pathogenesis of AIDS.
Gaps in our understanding like these impede our
efforts towards developing effective therapies and
preventive vaccines. Martin Nowak and Robert M May
describe the emerging field of theoretical immunology
in this accessible and well- written text. Using
mathematical modelling techniques, the authors set
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out their ideas about how populations of viruses and
populations of immune system cells may interact in
various circumstances, and how infectious diseases
spread within patients. They explain how this
approach to understanding infectious diseases can
reveal insights into the dynamics of viral and other
infections, and the interactions between infectious
agents and immune responses. The book is structured
around the examples of HIV/AIDS and Hepatitis B
virus, although the approaches described will be more
widely applicable. The authors use mathematical tools
to uncover the detailed dynamics of the infection and
the effects of antiviral therapy. Models are developed
to describe the emergence of drug resistance, and the
dynamics of immune responses, viral evolution, and
mutation. The practical implications of this work for
optimisation of the design of therapy and vaccines
are discussed. The book concludes with a glance
towards the future of this fascinating, and potentially
highly useful, field of study. - ; an excellent
introduction to a field that has the potential to
advance substantially our understanding of the
complex interplay between virus and host - Nature

Basic Virology
Completely revised and updated to reflect important
advances in the field, Principles of Virology, Second
Edition continues to fill the gap between simple
introductory texts and very advanced reviews of
major virus families, introducing upper–level
undergraduates, graduate students, and medical
students to all aspects of virology. The second edition
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retains all of the defining and much–praised features
of the first edition, focusing on concepts and
principles and presenting a comprehensive treatment
from molecular biology to pathogenesis and infection
control. Written in an engagingly readable style and
generously illustrated with over 400 full–color
illustrations, this approachable volume offers detailed
examples that illustrate common principles, specific
strategies adopted by different viruses to ensure their
reproduction, and the current state of virology
research. The book is divided into chapters that focus
on specific topics rather than individual viruses, and
allows the student to visualize common themes that
cut across virus families, emphasizing the shared
features of different viruses. Drawing on the
extensive teaching experience of each of its
distinguished authors, Principles of Virology illustrates
why and how animal viruses are studied and
demonstrates, using well–studied systems, how the
knowledge gained from such model viruses can be
used to study viral systems about which our
knowledge is still quite limited. A thorough
introduction to principles of viral pathogenesis, a
broad view of viral evolution, a discussion of how
viruses were discovered, and how the discipline of
virology came to be are also provided. A variety of
special boxes highlight key experiments, background
material, caveats, and much more. The text focuses
on concepts and principles and covers not only
aspects of molecular biology, but also pathogenesis,
evolution, emergence, and control, and will also be a
valuable resource for practicing physicians and
scientists. New in the Second Edition Completely
revised pathogenesis chapters Pathogenicity
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Snapshots: an appendix highlighting teaching points
for major viral diseases Expanded appendix on viral
life cycles New chapter on viral genomes and coding
strategies Detailed glossary Expanded references
after each chapter new textboxes

Issues in Life Sciences—Bacteriology,
Parasitology, and Virology: 2012 Edition
Fenner's Veterinary, Virology, Fourth Edition, is the
long awaited new edition of Veterinary Virology, 3e,
which was published in 1999. Fully revised and
updated by the new author team, part I presents the
fundamental principles of virology related to animal
infection and disease, and part II addresses the
clinical features, pathogenesis, diagnosis,
epidemiology and prevention of individual diseases.
New to this Edition New author team - one main
author to ensure that the book reads like an authored
book but with the benefit of using experts to
contribute to specific topics Text has been refocused part I has been condensed and where appropriate
incorporated into part II to make it more user friendly
The number of figures have been increased and are
now in full color Fully revised and updated to include
the latest information in the field of veterinary
virology Beautifully illustrated color figures
throughout Organized and current information
provided by an expert team of authors

Fenner's Veterinary Virology
The explosion in clinical testing has been especially
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rapid in virology, where emerging viruses and
growing numbers of viral infections are driving
advances. The Guide to Clinical and Diagnostic
Virology offers a digestible view of the breadth and
depth of information related to clinical virology,
providing a practical, working knowledge of the wide
array of viruses that cause human disease.
Introductory chapters cover the basics of clinical
virology and laboratory diagnosis of infections,
including virus structure, life cycle, transmission,
taxonomy, specimen types and handling, and a
comparison of assays used for detection. Detailed
sections on important topics include Viral pathogens
and their clinical presentations Diagnostic assays and
techniques, including culture-based, immunological,
and molecular Prevention and management of viral
infections, with guidance on biosafety, vaccines, and
antiviral therapies The regulatory environment for
laboratory testing, including regulatory requirements
and assay performance and interpretation Critical
concepts are carefully curated and concisely
summarized and presented with detailed illustrations
that aid comprehension, along with important
highlights and helpful hints. These features, plus
question sections that reinforce significant ideas and
key concepts, make this an invaluable text for anyone
looking for an accessible route through clinical and
diagnostic virology. Laboratory technologists, medical
students, infectious disease and microbiology fellows,
pathology residents, researchers, and everyone
involved with viruses in the clinical setting will find
the Guide to Clinical and Diagnostic Virology an
excellent text as well as companion to clinical virology
references.
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Viruses, Evolution and Cancer Basic
Considerations
Viruses, Evolution and Cancer: Basic Considerations
focuses on comparative biology and evolutionary
aspects of DNA and RNA oncogenic viruses. Organized
into seven parts, this book begins with a discussion on
the host-cell-virus relationships. Some chapters follow
that discuss the comparative aspects of DNA and RNA
oncogenic viruses. This work also elucidates the
effects of oncogenic viruses on cell surface
metabolism. Other chapters explore the comparative
viral oncology, comparative immunology of oncogenic
viruses, and evolution of viruses. This book will be an
invaluable material both to those concerned in the
scientific and medical problems of cancer and will
benefit all who are interested in virology and
oncology.

Encyclopedia of Virology
Fundamental Techniques in Virology

Virology
Veterinary Virology deals with basic biomedical
virology and the clinical discipline of infectious
diseases. The book discusses the principles of
virology as effecting future developments in the
search for preventive and management of infectious
diseases in animals, whether singly or as a whole herd
or flock. Part I explains the principles of animal
virology including the structure, composition,
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classification, nomenclature, cultivation, and assay of
viruses. This part also discusses viral genetics,
replication, and evolution (including mutation and
genetic engineering). The book also reviews the
pathogenesis of viruses, host resistance and
susceptibility, as well as the mechanisms of persistent
infections and tumor induction. Part II deals with
viruses found in domestic animals; this part also
explains in detail the properties, replication methods,
pathogenesis, immunity, diagnosis, and control of
some common viruses. The book discusses some
other families of viruses of which no members are yet
known as to have caused serious or important
diseases in animals. Veterinarians, immunologists,
virologists, molecular researchers, students, and
academicians in the discipline of virology and cellular
biology, as well as livestock owners will find this book
helpful.

Rabies
An Introduction to General Virology provides
information pertinent to all aspects of virology. This
book discusses the viruses affecting plants and
insects. Organized into 25 chapters, this book begins
with an overview of prevention of disease that can be
effected by the immunization of susceptible hosts to
produce circulating antibodies that neutralize viral
infectivity. This text then discusses the general
properties of the viruses. Other chapters consider the
methods of preparing tissue cultures and explain the
methods used for titrations of serum antibodies and
serological identification of viruses. This book
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discusses as well the spread of diseases, the various
invasion routes of the body, and the multitude of
viruses which cause respiratory symptoms and which
cannot easily be conquered. The final chapter deals
with the types of vaccine in use. This book is a
valuable resource for undergraduates in Medicine and
Science and for postgraduates in the class of Public
Health.

Principles of Molecular Virology
(Standard Edition)
Contains the proceedings of the 2nd- Gustav Stern
Symposium.

Virology
Molecular Virology of Human Pathogenic Viruses
presents robust coverage of the key principles of
molecular virology while emphasizing virus family
structure and providing key context points for topical
advances in the field. The book is organized in a
logical manner to aid in student discoverability and
comprehension and is based on the author’s more
than 20 years of teaching experience. Each chapter
will describe the viral life cycle covering the order of
classification, virion and genome structure, viral
proteins, life cycle, and the effect on host and an
emphasis on virus-host interaction is conveyed
throughout the text. Molecular Virology of Human
Pathogenic Viruses provides essential information for
students and professionals in virology, molecular
biology, microbiology, infectious disease, and
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immunology and contains outstanding features such
as study questions and recommended journal articles
with perspectives at the end of each chapter to assist
students with scientific inquiries and in reading
primary literature. Presents viruses within their family
structure Contains recommended journal articles with
perspectives to put primary literature in context
Includes integrated recommended reading references
within each chapter Provides access to online
ancillary package inclusive of annotated PowerPoint
images, instructor’s manual, study guide, and test
bank

Elsevier's Integrated Review Immunology
and Microbiology E-Book
Comparative Virology provides an integrated
comparison of viruses, based on their chemical and
morphological characteristics. These descriptions will
not only give the reader a background but also a
detailed analysis of the various groups. In some
instances the groups are still host related, as in the
case of bacteriophages and polyhedral insect viruses.
In others, for instance in pox viruses, the group
comprises viruses of vertebrates and invertebrates.
The hosts of the bacilliform Rhabdovirales range from
man and other warm-blooded vertebrates through
invertebrate animals to plants. A special chapter is
devoted to viruses devoid of protein—a group that is
of great interest and that has only recently been
recognized. Since there is historical and practical
interest in écologie groupings, such as arboviruses
and oncogenic viruses, chapters on such groups have
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also been included. The book opens with a discussion
on the classification of viruses. Chapters dealing with
DNA viruses and RNA viruses follow, and the
ecologically and disease-oriented groups complete
the volume. It is hoped that ""Comparative Virology""
will help bring unity to the science of virology through
the comparative approach that is not dependent on
virus-host interactions. The combined efforts of
eminent contributors to discuss and evaluate new
information will hopefully benefit all who are
interested in virology

100 Years of Virology
Completely rewritten, this edition has expanded
coverage of zoonotic viruses and the diseases they
cause, and viruses and viral diseases of laboratory
animals, poultry, fish, and wildlife. The concept of new
emerging and reemerging viral diseases reflects the
new perspective this concept has brought to
veterinary and zoonotic virology and related fields.
Part I presents fundamental principles of virology
related to animal infection and disease. Part II details
the properties and clinical features of the viruses that
afflict animals and describes their treatment and
control. Key Features * Comprehensive coverage of
animal viruses, viral diseases, and viral zoonoses *
Covers veterinary and zoonotic virology from the
perspective of pathogenesis of viral infections, as well
as from the perspective of disease prevention and
control

Virology
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Rabies offers a complete account of one of the oldest
known diseases threatening public health today.
Unlike most research-oriented descriptions of rabies,
this book provides a narrative about the disease and
its etiologic agent, encompassing the historical
background to recent developments. The emphasis on
the basic biology and molecular virology of the
disease is intended to convey an understanding of the
underlying mechanisms involved in the disease essential information for diagnosis and prevention
strategies. Current methods used in defining
geographic origins and animal species of rabies
viruses in wildlife are presented, along with diagnostic
methods for identifying the strain of virus based on its
genomic sequence and antigenic structure. The latest
approved methods for controlling rabies in wildlife
species are also covered. This account of rabies will
interest clinicians, public health advisors,
epidemiologists, research scientists, and anyone
involved in diagnosing, treating, controlling, and
preventing this disease. Key Features * A history of
rabies from antiquity to the modern era * Basic
biology and molecular virology * Epidemiological
aspects * Pathogenesis and pathology of the disease *
Clinical manifestations and diagnostic evaluation in
humans and animals * Preventive measures in
humans and animals

Virus Dynamics : Mathematical Principles
of Immunology and Virology
Veterinary Virology
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The essential reference of clinical virology Virology is
one of the most dynamic and rapidly changing fields
of clinical medicine. For example, sequencing
techniques from human specimens have identified
numerous new members of several virus families,
including new polyomaviruses, orthomyxoviruses, and
bunyaviruses. Clinical Virology, Fourth Edition, has
been extensively revised and updated to incorporate
the latest developments and relevant research.
Chapters written by internationally recognized
experts cover novel viruses, pathogenesis,
epidemiology, diagnosis, treatment, and prevention,
organized into two major sections: Section 1 provides
information regarding broad topics in virology,
including immune responses, vaccinology, laboratory
diagnosis, principles of antiviral therapy, and detailed
considerations of important organ system
manifestations and syndromes caused by viral
infections. Section 2 provides overviews of specific
etiologic agents and discusses their biology,
epidemiology, pathogenesis of disease causation,
clinical manifestations, laboratory diagnosis, and
management. Clinical Virology provides the critical
information scientists and health care professionals
require about all aspects of this rapidly evolving field.

Basic Virology
Virology: A Laboratory Manual is designed for a onesemester virology laboratory course, although more
than one semester of exercises are included. Choices
of experiments allow for flexibility within a
sequentially organized framework. The text features
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detailed experimental protocols with comprehensive
sections on materials and preparations for all
exercises, plus introductory material, discussion
questions, and further reading. the use of few viruses
and cell lines provides continuity and simplifies
preparation of the laboratory exercises. An
Instructor's Manual is available to give alternative and
assistance in laboratory set-up. n Methods for
studying viral properties and quantification n Assays
for viral antibodies and interferons n Techniques in
cell culture for viral research n Experiments to
accommodate a bi-weekly laboratory schedule n
Experiments designed to minimize need for extensive
preparation or sophisticated instrumentation

Emerging and Reemerging Viral
Pathogens
Effectively merge basic science and clinical skills with
Elsevier’s Integrated Review of Immunology and
Microbiology, by Jeffrey K. Actor, PhD. This concise,
high-yield title in the popular Integrated Review
Series focuses on the core knowledge in immunology
and microbiology while linking that information to
related concepts from other basic science disciplines.
Case-based questions at the end of each chapter
enable you to gauge your mastery of the material,
and a color-coded format allows you to quickly find
the specific guidance you need. . This concise and
user-friendly reference provides crucial guidance for
the early years of medical training and USMLE
preparation. This title includes additional digital
media when purchased in print format. For this digital
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book edition, media content is not included. Spend
more time reviewing and less time searching thanks
to an extremely focused, "high-yield" presentation.
Gauge your mastery of the material and build
confidence with case-based and USMLE-style
questions that provide effective chapter review and
quick practice for your exams. This title includes
additional digital media when purchased in print
format. For this digital book edition, media content is
not included. Grasp and retain vital concepts more
easily thanks to a color-coded format, succinct text,
key concept boxes, and dynamic illustrations that
facilitate learning in a highly visual approach.
Effectively review for problem-based courses with the
help of text boxes that help you clearly see the
clinical relevance of the material.

Fundamental Virology
The Virology Methods Manual is a comprehensive
source of methods for the study, manipulation, and
detection of viruses. Edited by Brian Mahy and Hillar
Kangro, this work describes the most up-to-date,
definitive techniques, provided by experts in each
area, and presented with easy-to-use, step-by-step
protocols. This new manual will satisfy the needs of
virologists and all those working with viruses who
need a practical guide to methods that work! Provides
up-to-date techniques by experts worldwide Presents
common, step-by-step protocols in an attractive, easyto-use fashion Contains useful appendices including
virus taxonomy, metabolic inhibitors, and Bio-safety
in the virology laboratory
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Comparative Virology
Essential Human Virology is written for the
undergraduate level with case studies integrated into
each chapter. The structure and classification of
viruses will be covered, as well as virus transmission
and virus replication strategies based upon type of
viral nucleic acid. Several chapters will focus on
notable and recognizable viruses and the diseases
caused by them, including influenza, HIV, hepatitis
viruses, poliovirus, herpesviruses, and emerging and
dangerous viruses. Additionally, how viruses cause
disease, or pathogenesis, will be highlighted during
the discussion of each virus family, and a chapter on
the immune response to viruses will be included.
Further, research laboratory assays and viral
diagnosis assays will be discussed, as will vaccines,
anti-viral drugs, gene therapy, and the beneficial uses
of viruses. By focusing on general virology principles,
current and future technologies, familiar human
viruses, and the effects of these viruses on humans,
this textbook will provide a solid foundation in
virology while keeping the interest of undergraduate
students. Focuses on the human diseases and cellular
pathology that viruses cause Highlights current and
cutting-edge technology and associated issues
Presents real case studies and current news highlights
in each chapter Features dynamic illustrations,
chapter assessment questions, key terms, and
summary of concepts, as well as an instructor website
with lecture slides, test bank, and recommended
activities
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Perspectives in Virology
Praised forits clarity of presentation and accessibility,
Introduction to Modern Virology has been a successful
student text for over 30 years. It provides a broad
introduction to virology, which includes the nature of
viruses, the interaction of viruses with their hosts and
the consequences of those interactions that lead to
the diseases we see. This new edition contains a
number of important changes and innovations
including: The consideration of immunology now
covers two chapters, one on innate immunity and the
other on adaptive immunity, reflecting the explosion
in knowledge of viral interactions with these systems.
The coverage of vaccines and antivirals has been
expanded and separated into two new chapters to
reflect the importance of these approaches to
prevention and treatment. Virus infections in humans
are considered in more detail with new chapters on
viral hepatitis, influenza, vector-borne diseases, and
exotic and emerging viral infections, complementing
an updated chapter on HIV. The final section includes
three new chapters on the broader aspects of the
influence of viruses on our lives, focussing on the
economic impact of virus infections, the ways we can
use viruses in clinical and other spheres, and the
impact that viruses have on the planet and almost
every aspect of our lives. A good basic understanding
of viruses is important for generalists and specialists
alike. The aim of this book is to make such
understanding as accessible as possible, allowing
students across the biosciences spectrum to improve
their knowledge of these fascinating entities.
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Basic Virology
Introduction to Modern Virology
In recent years, progress in the field of virology has
advanced at an unprecedented rate. Issues such as
AIDS have brought the subject firmly into the public
domain and its study is no longer confined solely to
specialist groups. The Encyclopedia of Virology is the
largest single reference source of current virological
knowledge. It is also the first to bring together all
aspects of the subject for a wide variety of readers.
Unique in its use of concise 'mini-review' articles, the
material covers biological, molecular, and medical
topics concerning viruses in animals, plants, bacteria,
and insects. More general articles focus on the effects
of viruses on the immune system, the role of viruses
in disease, oncology, gene therapy, and evolution,
plus a wide range of related topics. Drawing on the
latest research, the editors have produced the
definitive source for both specialist and general
readers. Easy-to-use and meticulously organized, the
Encyclopedia of Virology clarifies and illuminates one
of the most complex areas of contemporary study. It
will prove an invaluable addition to libraries,
universities, medical and nursing schools, and
research institutions around the world. The Second
Edition has been thoroughly updated with
approximately 40 new articles. This edition includes
more illustrations and color plates in each volume.
Updated thoroughly with approximately 40 new
articles Presents more illustrations than the first
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edition, with color plates in each volume Contains a
complete subject index in each volume Provides
further reading lists at the end of each entry, allowing
easy access to the primary literature Extensive crossreferencing system links all related articles Contains
the most recent information of particular viruses
described at the 7th International Committee on
Taxonomy and Classification of Viruses Provides the
ability to search for entries alphabetically or via the
taxonomical listings to access articles of different
viruses

Hepatitis C
Applied Virology covers the practical applications of
the developments in basic virology, not only to
virology but to other disciplines as well, and
demonstrates the impact of virus diseases on the
environment, economy, and the health of man,
animals, and plants. The book discusses topics on
new virus vaccine technology and chemotherapy; the
status of vaccination against viral diseases; and the
epidemiology and diagnosis of viral diseases. The text
provides information on the strategy used to produce
virus vaccines; on antiviral chemical compounds; on
simple, rapid, and specific diagnostic techniques; and
on epidemiology in relation to the prevention and
control of virus diseases. Noninfectious, synthetized
peptides used as safe virus vaccines are reviewed
with special attention to their immunogenicity,
multispecificity, and usefulness in case of epidemics.
Virologists will find the book useful.
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Perspectives in Virology
Introduction to Virology
Emerging and Reemerging Viral Pathogens: Applied
Virology Approaches Related to Human, Animal and
Environmental Pathogens, Volume Two presents new
research information on viruses and their impact on
the scientific community. It provides a reference book
on certain viruses in humans, animals and vegetal,
along with a comprehensive discussion on
interspecies interactions. The book then looks at the
drug, vaccine and bioinformatical strategies that can
be used against these viruses, giving the reader a
clear understanding of transmission. The book's end
goal is to create awareness that the appearance of
newly transmissible pathogens is a global risk that
requires shared/adoptable policies for prevention and
control. Covers most emerging viral disease in
humans, animals and plants Provides the most
advanced tools and techniques in molecular virology
and the modeling of viruses Creates awareness that
the appearance of new transmissible pathogens is a
global risk Highlights the need to adopt shared
policies for the prevention and control of infectious
diseases
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